Effective Simplification of Evolved Push Programs Using a Simple, Stochastic Hill-climber
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ABSTRACT

Genetic programming systems often produce programs that include unnecessary code. This is undesirable for several reasons, including the burdens that overly-large programs put on end-users for program interpretation and maintenance. The problem is exacerbated by recently developed techniques, such as genetic programming with geometric semantic crossover, that tend to produce enormous programs. Methods for automatically simplifying evolved programs are therefore of interest, but automatic simplification is non-trivial in the context of traditional program representations with unconstrained function sets. Here we show how evolved programs expressed in the stack-based Push programming language can be automatically and reliably simplified using a simple, stochastic hill-climber. We demonstrate and quantitatively characterize this simplification process on programs evolved to solve four non-trivial genetic programming problems with qualitatively different function sets.
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Simplifying Evolved Programs

In some application areas the usefulness of genetic programming (GP) hinges on the conciseness of the programs that it produces. The issue of program size has recently become even more significant with the development of new GP approaches based on “geometric semantic” program transformations [2], which show promise in terms of problem solving power but may produce enormous programs.

GP systems that evolve programs in a minimal-syntax language permit particularly simple forms of automatic simplification that can nonetheless be highly effective, even with programs involving arbitrary types and function sets. We demonstrate this point by showing how programs evolved in the minimal-syntax Push programming language [5, 4] can be effectively and automatically simplified by means of a trivial hill-climbing simplification algorithm. The demonstrations here all begin with correct programs produced by successful genetic programming runs.

The simplification algorithm that we use here takes as input a program to simplify, a fitness function (which produces a vector of fitness values, one for each fitness case), and a number of simplification steps. It attempts to simplify the program step by step, for each step proposing a simplification to the current simplest program (which is initially the input program) and testing the new, simpler program’s fitness. In 80% of steps we remove either one or two randomly selected “things” from the program, where single instructions, literals, and parenthesized sub-programs all count as single “things.” In the remaining 20% of steps we flatten (remove all internal parentheses from) a randomly selected thing. Because there is essentially only one syntax rule in Push—that parentheses must be balanced—the programs that result from these steps will always be syntactically valid. If the new program’s fitness vector is the same as the original fitness vector then the new program is retained as the current simplest program, but if the simplification results in a changed fitness vector then the new program is discarded. This process is repeated for the specified number of steps, and then the final simplest program is returned as the result of the simplification process.

On each of four problems—the 3-bit digital multiplier problem [6], the Pagie-1 symbolic regression problem [3], the wc (word count) problem [1], and the odd problem [5]—we gathered a number of evolved solutions of differing sizes, and used the simplification algorithm to reduce their sizes multiple times. In the results shown in Figures 1–4, gray triangles indicate evolved program sizes, sorted by size. Below each gray triangle is the median simplified program size for 10,000 steps, on the corresponding program. Error bars mark the minimum and maximum simplified program sizes.

Overall, we found this technique to efficiently and reliably reduce the size of the evolved programs across four qualitatively different problems involving widely varying instruction sets and genetic programming parameters. It would be interesting to study the use of the simplification algorithm presented here during, rather than just after, evolution. In fact the Clojush system used for these experiments includes a built-in genetic operator that runs this simplification algo-
Algorithm on selected parents to produce children. This feature has been used before in various contexts, but no systematic study has yet been conducted on the effects that this operator has on evolutionary dynamics or on problem-solving success.
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